
New Zealand Wool Carpets and Rugs

A world of difference



A WORLD OF 
DIFFERENCE, 
CREATED FOR YOU

At Cavalier Bremworth, the extra mile comes 

standard. That’s because we place you at the heart 

of everything we do. We don’t just sell carpets, we 

provide genuine lifestyle solutions that will delight 

your senses and elevate your home environment. 

Welcome… to a world of difference.
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NEW ZEALAND.  
INSPIRATION LIVES HERE

The Cavalier Bremworth story is a distinctly New Zealand one. Pure and 

natural. Innovative. Warm and welcoming. Influenced by the colours and 

textures of our country’s unique and beautifully varied landscapes, our 

carpets have been gracing the floors of stylish interiors around the world 

for generations.

Bremworth Collection: Lisburn
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Bremworth Collection: Galet, Colour: Cinder

DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND

Our passion for carpeting perfection is relentless. Always marrying  

the highest quality materials with timeless design and exacting attention 

to detail. We constantly seek ways to innovate and excite, exploring 

opportunities to refine both functionality and elegance in order to enrich  

your home environment.
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60 YEARS OF CRAFTING 
EXCELLENCE

There are no short cuts on the path to premium. Our passionate team of 

artisans and innovators are among the world’s finest – some with generations 

of experience. Together, they colour and craft with skill and precision, 

transforming raw materials into stunning carpets and rugs. It’s a dedication 

that speaks of uncompromising quality at every step of the way.
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FARM GATE TO FLOOR

Grown in the rolling green pastures of New Zealand’s pristine 

farmlands, we source the highest quality wool and only 

to our exacting requirements. Working with this natural, 

biodegradable product, we batch dye to deliver superior 

colour performance. The fibre is then processed into yarn and 

tufted to become warm, luxurious wool carpets and rugs.
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HOME TRUTHS ABOUT WOOL

For design and performance, we choose wool. Little else compares to its  

natural comfort, resilience, design qualities and luxurious beauty. Not only is 

wool sustainable, but it will also benefit your home and health with its unique 

properties. Wool works to keep you warm in winter and cool in summer. It’s 

naturally hypoallergenic and can help cleanse air, resist odours and control 

moisture. Wool is also flame resistant and repels most kinds of stains.
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Cavalier Bremworth: Samurai, Colour: Ishi 13



FELTED YARN.  
AN INNOVATION APART

Among our many innovations, one stands alone. Felted woollen yarn 

carpets and rugs are a much sought-after Cavalier Bremworth specialty. 

Using our exclusive felting process in place of wool spinning, we are able 

to craft a thicker, stronger and more luxurious woollen yarn with brilliant 

colour capabilities. The result is stunning flooring the offers superior 

performance and longevity – not to mention truly unique design options 

that are beautiful to look at and a dream to live on.

Resilient

Luxurious

Soft

Tactile
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OUR COLLECTIONS
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BREMWORTH COLLECTION

Luxury. Richness. Sophistication. The Bremworth Collection is an exclusive  

and distinctive range of premium carpets, each designed to bring the very  

best into your home. We source the finest 100% pure New Zealand wool and 

style it into carpets of exceptional comfort and contemporary design – many 

featuring our sumptuous and uniquely beautiful felted yarn.

Bremworth Collection: Galet

Bremworth Collection: Galet, Colour: Pumice 19



CAVALIER BREMWORTH 

Imbued with the timeless charm of wool, our Cavalier Bremworth carpets 

are sure to enhance any home or interior environment. Never satisfied 

with ‘good enough’, we strive always for exceptional. The collection offers 

a wide range of residential styles, from sophisticated plush and hardtwist 

cut piles to smartly tailored loop piles. All in colour palettes designed to 

complement any kind of décor.

Cavalier Bremworth: Samurai, Colour: Pyua 2120



Siren: Tria, Colour: Aphrodite

SIREN® COLLECTION

Remarkable strength and exceptional beauty. Siren solution-dyed  

nylon carpet is created with ECONYL®, a 100% regenerated fibre made 

entirely from recycled synthetics, including fishing nets recovered from 

oceans throughout the world. It’s resilient, easy to clean and holds its 

colour beautifully.

Cavalier Bremworth: Siren
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RUG COLLECTION

Cavalier Bremworth now offers a truly desirable collection of custom-size 

rugs for your home. With so many options, there’s a colour and style for 

everyone and every room. Simply choose your design, size and colour.  

Our online rug selector will help you find your ideal rug and deliver right  

to your door.

Rug Collection: Aroha, Colour: Remutaka

Cavalier Bremworth: Foss
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CARE & WARRANTIES. 
PROTECTING YOUR 
INVESTMENT

TRUE BEAUTY DESERVES 
ADDED PEACE OF MIND

Rest assured, every Cavalier Bremworth wool carpet also comes with  

a comprehensive six-point warranty package – ensuring your floors will  

look great for many years to come.

• 15-year Abrasive Wear Limited Warranty*

• 15-year Insect Resistance Limited Warranty*

• Lifetime Manufacturer’s Defects Limited Warranty*

• Lifetime Food & Beverage Stain Resistance Limited Warranty*

• Lifetime Soil Resistance Limited Warranty*

• Lifetime Fire Resistance Limited Warranty*
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*  Exclusions, prorating and terms and conditions apply to Cavalier Bremworth wool carpet only. For full 

terms and conditions, download the Cavalier Bremworth Wool Carpet Warranty and Maintenance Guide 

from cavbrem.com.au. Read the General Terms and Conditions that relate to the warranty package.  

Full carpet care advice and a stain cleaning guide is contained towards the end of the warranty guide  

and can also be found at cavbrem.com.au.



CARPET & RUG CARE

While most carpet stains can be removed if treated immediately, 

sometimes you need a little extra help. We’ve been making New Zealand’s 

top-selling carpet stain remover for more than 25 years. Cavalier 

Bremworth Carpet Stain Remover provides spot treatment for both 

wet and dry stains – delighting many homeowners who have removed 

stubborn stains they thought were beyond help. 

Available through our authorised retailers and all good supermarkets.

Rug Collection: Foss, Colour: Leicester28 29



GOOD-TO-KNOW CARPET 
BUYING TIPS

DURABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

On the back of your carpet sample, look for the Residential Extra  

Heavy Duty plus Stairs 6 Star rating. This is awarded by the Australian 

Carpet Classification Scheme (ACCS) – an independent certification body. 

NATURAL FIBRERug Collection: Foss; Colour: Leicester

For carpet with superior design and performance on your floor, wool is  

the natural choice. Not only is it hard-wearing and luxurious underfoot, 

wool is hypoallergenic, stain resistant, fire resistant and helps to create  

a warm, dry and healthy home.

COLOUR

The appearance of colour can change in different environments, so it’s 

important to view your chosen sample under daylight and artificial light 

before making your final decision. Keep in mind that darker colours can 

make a room appear smaller, whereas lighter colours can create a sense  

of spaciousness.

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

Once you have made your choice, why not take a free swatch home  

to see how it fits with your colour scheme and finishes? See your retailer  

for samples or visit us at cavbrem.com.au and have them delivered to  

your door.
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AUSTRALIA  cavbrem.com.au  •  1800 251 172

For all pricing enquiries, please contact your local retailer directly. For locations, see our online store finder.


